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Kid Parties NYC

Send a message about core motherhood and fan
issues to your elected officials. Visit MomsRism
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Fun Spot
In a city with as much to offer as New York, it's
only natural that parents should want to take
advantage of the Big Apple's unique attractions
when planning parties for their city kids.
Online resources are a great way to help parents
find venues and activities, and our new "Fun Spot"
award makes these searches even easier. The "Fun Spot" citation
highlights the newest and most exciting sites, activities and treats. The
"Fun Spot" designation is given in categories ranging from locations to
party favors to cakes to invitation ideas and environmentally friendly
party plates.
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We will he adding new locations and activities to our list over time. "Fun
Spots" are selected based on five criteria: uniqueness, affordability and,
of course, fun. If you're interested in finding the best source for children's
birthday celebrations, Kid Parties NYC's "Fun Spots" is clearly the place
to start.
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Also, please let us know if you have a preferred birthday party idea that
Kid Parties NYC should know about.
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Dance

Sydney's Playground - TriBeCa (212) 431-9125.

Indoor Play Space

A fun indoor loft space full of activity toys for young children.
have party rooms available just above the main play area where you
can serve food and birthday cake. This is one of the few spaces in
Manhattan that offer a true range of party types from the low-end
"NO FRILLS" choice ($350) to the "ENTERTAINMENT
PARTY" ($800).
More...
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Free And Inexpensive

New York City Fire Museum (Museum of the FDNY) Soho and Little Italy (212) 691-1303,.

http://www.kidpartiesnyc.com/funspot.php
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The heat is on at the New York City Fire Museum, where guests learn
about the history of the city's celebrated Fire Department.
More...

The Cathedral of St. John the Divine Medieval Arts
Workshop - Upper West Side 212 932-7347.
Daily life in the middle ages was never this fun! At the Cathedral's
Medieval Arts Workshop, kids create art using traditional methods in
a unique environment.
More...

New York Transit Museum - Brooklyn Heights 718

694-1579.

All aboard for the New York Transit Museum's birthday parties...
Here, children can walk through vintage subway cars, pretend to drive
NYC buses and fill them with gas. This small museum is a unique
hands-on experience for children.
More...

Baby Cakes - Lower East Side (212) 677-5047.
If you're worried about your child's birthday party becoming a
fueled nightmare, Baby Cakes' delicious but sugar-free cupcakes ana
cakes will provide sweet relief.
More...

PhotoStamps - Internet.
Selected as one of Business Week's Best Products of 2005,
Stamps.com offers a great way to commemorate your child's birthday
— personalized photo postage stamps.
More...

Wildman Steve Brill - New York City Area 914-835-

2153.

Longtime environmental educator Steve Brill will introduce kids t
edible and medicinal plants and mushrooms as they tour New York
City's parks.
More...
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